Graph classification is a difficult task because finding a good feature representation for graphs is challenging. Existing methods use topological metrics or local subgraphs as features, but the time complexity for finding discriminatory subgraphs or computing some of the crucial topological metrics (such as diameter and shortest path) is high, so existing methods do not scale well when the graphs to be classified are large. Another issue of graph classification is that the number of distinct graphs for each class that are available for training a classification model is generally limited. Such scarcity of graph data resources yields models that have much fewer instances than the model parameters, which leads to poor classification performance. In this work, we propose a novel approach for solving graph classification by using two alternative graph representations: the bag of vertices and the bag of partitions. For the first representation, we use representation learning-based node features and for the second, we use traditional metric-based features. Our experiments with 43 real-life graphs from seven different domains show that the bag representation of a graph improves the performance of graph classification significantly. We have shown 4-75% improvement on the vertex-based and 4-36% improvement on partition-based approach over the existing best methods. Besides, our vertex and partition multi-instance methods are on average 75 and 11 times faster in feature construction time than the current best, respectively.
Introduction
Graph classification is an important research task which is used for solving various real-life classification problems. For example, in the domain of software engineering, softwares are represented as program flow graphs and graph classification is used for discriminating between correct and faulty software [6] . In the domain of mobile security, classification of function call graphs is used to categorize between malicious (malware) and benign Android application [12] . The most well-known example of graph classification probably comes from the cheminformatics domain, where graphs are used for representing chemical compounds, and molecular property descriptors are developed to classify these graphs for performing structure-activity relationship (SAR) analysis [51] . Formally, the graph classification problem is to develop a mapping function f ðxÞ : X ! f1; . . .; cg, given a set of training instances X ¼ x i ; y i h i N i¼1 , where an instance x i 2 X is the representation of a graph in a chosen feature space and y i 2 f1; . . .; cg is the class label associated with x i .
A graph does not have a natural embedding in a metric space, but the majority of supervised classification methods require that the graph is represented as a point in a metric space. So, a critical prerequisite of a graph classification task is selecting features for embedding a graph in a metric space. Existing works on graph classification use two kinds of feature representation for a graph: topological features [1, 26] and local substructure-based features [11, 50] . Methods belonging to the former group compute different local or global topology-based graph metrics such as centralities, eccentricity, egonet degree, egonet size and diameter and use these as features of the graphs. Methods belonging to the latter group extract local topologies such as frequent subgraphs [20, 25] , discriminative subgraphs [37, 52] or graphlets [36] from the input graphs and use binary features representing their occurrence or lack of occurrences in a given graph. Besides these, some graph kernels have also been developed [4, 41] that encode the similarity between a pair of graphs in a Gram matrix. A specialized graph classification platform, gBoost [39] , is proposed, which unifies the subgraph extraction and graph classification in an integrative process.
Much development has been made in graph classification, yet feature selection for graph data still remains as a challenge, specifically for the case when the graph to be classified is large in size. For such graphs, the task of feature value computation does not scale with the size of the graphs. For instance, for the topological feature-based methods, the computation of a number of metrics, such as the shortest path and diameter, has at least a quadratic complexity, which is not quite feasible for many real-life graphs. We experiment with a few coauthorship networks (average number of vertices in these graphs is around 96 thousands) and find that for these graphs, the execution time for constructing metrics that are used in two mostrecent graph classification methods ( [1, 26] ) is around 40 hours. (Experimental results are available in Sect. 4.5.) Likewise, extracting frequent subgraph features is also not a scalable task. For example, we ran Gaston [32] (current state-of-the-art frequent subgraph mining algorithm) on several animal and human contact graphs (list of datasets is given in Table 1 ) with 30% support, but the mining task did not finish in 2 whole days of running. As we can see in Table 1 , most of the graphs that we use in our experiments are of moderate size, yet existing methods for graph feature extraction are already infeasible for many of these graphs. Feature extraction tasks for even larger graphs, such as Facebook or Wikipedia, will be nearly impossible! Besides the high computational cost of feature extraction, selecting a small number of good features is another challenge for the graph classification task. More often, the domain knowledge from the analyst is critical for finding good features for graph classification, as different kinds of features work well for graphs appearing in various domains.
In recent years, unsupervised feature learning using neural networks has become popular. These methods help an analyst discover features automatically, thus obviating the necessity of feature engineering using domain knowledge. Researchers achieve excellent performance with these learning techniques for extraction of features form text [2, 29] , speech [43] and images [45] . Perozzi et al. [27, 35] have shown the potential of neural network models for learning feature representation of the vertices of an input graph for solving vertex classification [35] and link prediction [27] tasks. However, none of the existing methods find feature representation for a graph in a graph database for graph classification. In addition to these neural network-based techniques, there exist a few works [38, 40] that find optimal embedding of a graph in the Euclidean space while preserving the shortest path distance. Nevertheless, due to their high computation cost, these embedding-based methods work well for small graphs only. Besides, the metric representation using these methods performs poorly in graph classification setting, as we will show in experiment section.
Existing graph classification methods also suffer from an issue that arises from the application of graph mining in real-life settings. The issue is that the number of available graphs for training a classification model is generally limited, even though each of the graphs can be very large. This causes poor performance to the methods that extract features using a supervised approach. The poor performance also propagates to the classification model building phase as the number of features is generally much larger than the number of training instances. This leads to the fat matrix phenomenon where the number of model parameters is considerably larger than the number of instances, and it is well known that such models are prone to over-fitting. In many of the existing works on machine learning, specifically in deep learning, artificial random noises are inserted to create distorted samples [7, 42] , which greatly increases the training set size, and thus can alleviate the over-fitting problem. In [42] , authors proposed a technique called ''elastic distortion'' to increase the number of image training data by applying simple distortions such as translations, rotations and skewing, which yield superior classification performance. However, in the existing works, no such mechanism is available for training data inflation for a graph classification task.
In this work, we propose a novel graph data representation for facilitating graph classification. Our feature representation is different from the existing works, and it solves the limitations of the existing graph classification methodologies that we have discussed in the earlier paragraphs. The first novelty of our feature representation is that we consider a graph as a bag of a uniform random subset of vertices of that graph such that each vertex in this set becomes an independent instance (a row) of a graph classification data set. Conceptually, each vertex in this feature representation is a distorted sample of the original graph from which the vertex is taken. This inflates the size of training data and substantially improves the performance of graph classification. One can also view such a data representation as multi-instance learning (MIL) [53] . However unlike MIL, for our data representation, during training phase each of the instances (in this case the vertices) in a bag assumes the same label which is the label of the graph, whereas in MIL the instances in a bag can have different labels. Another difference from MIL is that for our case, the classification of a graph is determined by the majority voting of the vertex instances in the corresponding bag, but for MIL as long as one of the instances is of positive class, the bag is labeled as positive. The second [29, 34] . Computing such features for a graph is faster than all the existing metric-based or subgraph-based feature representation, and they perform substantially better than the existing methodologies. The idea of training data inflation using many distorted samples, in isolation, provides a significant performance boost for graph classification. To demonstrate this, we also propose another graph classification framework, which considers a graph as a bag of subgraphs. Given a graph, we partition the vertices of the graph; each of the partitioninduced subgraphs then becomes an instance in a bag corresponding to that graph. To find features of these partition-induced subgraphs, we do not use language model-based feature embedding. Rather, we use existing metric-based approaches, which compute local/global topological features. In this work, we use seven topologybased (egonet, degree and clustering coefficient) features presented in [1] to represent each of the partition-induced subgraphs. Finding such topological metrics is costly on the entire graph, but it is cheap when it run over the partition-induced subgraphs yielding significant reduction in the execution time. Empirical evaluation over a large number of real-life graphs shows that training data inflation using graph partitioning is fast and robust, and it is substantially more accurate than the existing state-of-the-art graph classification methods.
We claim the following contributions:
• We propose two novel approaches for graph classification by training data inflation. In one approach, each sample in the inflated data is a randomly chosen vertex whose feature representation is obtained using a neural network-based language model. In another approach, each sample is a partition subgraph, whose feature representation is obtained through traditional graph topology metrics. Both the proposed methods are substantially better in terms of feature computation time and classification performance, specifically for large graphs.
• We empirically evaluate the performance of our proposed classification algorithms on multiple realworld datasets. To be precise, we use 43 real-life graphs from 7 different domains and classify these graphs into their respective domains.
Related Works
We discuss the related works in two different categories.
Graph Classification
In the area of data mining, Gonzalez et al. [13] are probably the first to address the problem of supervised graph classification. They propose an algorithm called SubdueCL, which finds discriminatory subgraphs from a set of graphs and uses these subgraphs as features for graph classification. Deshpande et al. [9] also use a similar approach for subgraph feature extraction for classifying chemical compounds using SVM. [31] proposed DT-CLGBI, which uses a custom-made decision tree for graph classification such that each node of the tree represents a mined subgraph. In all these works, features extraction is isolated from the classification task. A collection of followup works integrates the subgraph mining and graph classification in a unified framework. gBoost [39] is one of the earliest among these which uses mathematical programming. [11] use boosting decision stumps where a decision stump is associated with a subgraph. Other recent methods that use similar approach are gActive [23] , RgMiner [22] , cogboost [33] , GAIA [21] and Cork [49] . Besides discriminating subgraphs, topological metrics are also used as features for graph classification. Li et al. [26] use 20 topological and label features, which include the degree, clustering coefficient, eccentricity, giant connected ratio, eigenvalues, label entropy and trace. Rahman et al. [36] , use graphlet frequency distribution (GFD) to cluster graphs from various domains. In [28] , authors compare graphs by using three metrics, called Leadership (it measures the extent to which the edge connectivity of a graph is dominated by a single vertex), Bonding a.k.a clustering coefficient and Diversity (its measurement is based on the number of edges, which share no common end points, and hence are disjoint.) In recent years, Berlingerio et al. [1] propose an algorithm called NetSimile, which computes features of a graph motivated from different social theories.
Kernel-based approaches are also popular for graph classification. Graph kernels are designed to exploit the shortest path [3] , cyclic patterns [19] , random walks [4] , subgraphs [41, 50] and topological and vertex attributes [26] . Graph kernels compute the similarity between a pair of graphs, but this computation generally has high computational complexity; for example, the complexity of random walk kernel, a popular graph kernel, is Oðn 3 Þ, where n is the number of vertices. In summary, graph kernel-based methods do not scale for classification of large graphs.
Vertex Representation
There also exists a handful of solutions for the problem of ''node classification'' or ''within-network classification.'' Some of these works use effective feature representation of the vertices for solving this task. Neville et al. [30] propose ICA, which is an iterative method based on constructing feature vectors for vertices from the information about them and their neighborhood. Henderson et al.'s method, called ReFeX [17] , captures the behavioral feature of a vertex in the graph by recursively combining each node's local feature with their neighborhood (egonet-based) features. Koutra et al. [24] compare and contrast several guiltby-association approaches for vertex representation. Tang et al. [47] propose to extract latent social dimensions based on network information and then use them as features for discriminative learning. In a follow-up work [48] , they propose a framework called SocioDim which extracts social dimensions based on the network structure to capture prominent interaction patterns between nodes in order to learn a discriminative classifier. Han et al. [15] suggest that frequent neighborhood patterns can be used for constructing strong structure-aware features, which are effective for within-network classification task. Recently, Perozzi et al. [35] propose an algorithm for finding neighborhood-based feature representation of a vertex in a graph.
In the literature, another line of works exists to find feature representation of the vertices of graph [38, 40] that computes optimal embedding of a graph in Euclidean space that preserves topological properties, i.e., k-nearest neighbors. In [40] , authors proposed an algorithm called ''structure-preserving embedding'' (SPE) that creates a low-dimensional set of coordinates for each vertex while perfectly encoding graph's connectivity. One of the crucial drawbacks of these embedding algorithms is that these methods are extremely memory intensive, and hence, they work well for small graphs only. We ran SPE [40] with several moderate size graphs (number of vertices is in 3 digits) in a 16 GB memory machine, but the processes were terminated due to insufficient memory error.
Method
Consider a graph database G ¼ fG i g 1 i n . Each graph G i is associated with a category label LðG i Þ. For a graph G i , we use G i :V and G i :P k to denote the set of vertices, and the set of k-partitions of that graph, respectively. The task of supervised graph classification is to learn a classification model from a set of training graph instances. The main challenge of a graph classification task is to obtain a good feature representation for the graphs in G for solving this classification task.
Our solution to the feature representation for graph classification is to map a graph to a bag of multiple vertices or a bag of multiple subgraph instances, such that each of the instances in a bag becomes a distinct row in the classification training data. The instances in a bag inherit the label from the parent graph which they represent. Thus, if v 2 G i :V is used as a bag instance for the graph G i , the label of v is LðG i Þ. If for a graph G i all the vertices are used in the bag, one row of a traditional graph classification dataset becomes G i :V rows in our data representation each sharing the same label LðG i Þ. Instead of vertices, we can also use partition-induced subgraphs as the bag instances. In this case, one row in a traditional graph classification dataset becomes G i :P k rows in our data representation each sharing the same label LðG i Þ. For a large input graph, we do not need to fill the bag with all the vertices of that graph, rather we can include only a random subset of vertices in the bag. In experiment section, we will show that the number of vertex instance that we take in a bag does not affect the classification performance significantly. For the case of partition-induced subgraph representation, we usually take all the partitions after choosing a reasonable number of partitions based on the size of the graph.
The immediate benefit of the above multi-instance feature representation is that such representation increases the number of rows in a classification dataset by providing multiple instances for each input graph. Given that most of the graphs are large with many vertices, multi-instance representation provides many-fold increase in the number of instances. This solves the fat matrix problem and thus obtains a robust graph classification model with higher accuracy. Furthermore, making many instances for one graph instance enables a learning algorithm to learn topological variances among different parts of the network, which also contributes to the model's accuracy. Many recent research works [7, 42] in deep learning community show the importance of training data inflation using the distorted copy of the input data sample. Our approach of multi-instance feature representation is a demonstration of such an endeavor for the task of graph classification.
Below we describe the feature representation of each instance in the bag. The next subsection will describe the vertex-based feature representation. In the subsection after that, we will discuss the feature representation of a partition-induced subgraph.
Vertex Feature Representation Using
Random Walk For our graph classification task, we assume that the nodes do not have a label or any other satellite data associated with them. So, the feature representation of a node v requires to capture the local topology around v. Following the DeepWalk method [35] , we use a fixed length (say, l) random walk starting from the given node v (which we call root node) to build a sequence of nodes capturing the local topology around v. The method uniformly chooses an outgoing edge of currently visiting vertex until it makes l steps and builds a sequence of vertices that it visits through this walk. For each root node, the method performs t number of l length random walks. One can view each sequence of vertices as a sentence in a language, where the vertices are the words in that sentence. Given a set of sentences that are derived from a given root node, DeepWalk uses Word2Vec [29] embedding method to find a metric embedding of the given vertex in an appropriately chosen vector space. It finds the d-dimensional (d is user defined) feature representation of all vertices in the document. As we obtain the feature representation of each of the vertices in R d using the above method, the embedding vectors become an instance of the bag of the given graph, G i . The label of each of the vectors in this bag is LðG i Þ.
The motivation of using random walk is twofold; first, the random walk is a cheap and efficient method for capturing local community structure around a graph node [44] . In [35] , authors show that for power-law graphs, the frequency of vertices appearing in the random walks (constructed from the same graph) also follows a power-law distribution. Word frequency also follows similar distribution in the natural language context, so the language model is an appropriate choice for finding a metric representation of a node by considering the neighborhood around that node. Once the feature representation of the vertices is available, by using the vertices as a bag instance of a given graph we solve the graph classification problem.
In Fig. 1 , we illustrate how we compute the feature representation of the vertices of an input graph G(V, E).
The toy graph that we use in this example has 12 vertices and 12 edges. At first, we uniformly select a set of target vertices; for each of these vertices, we will perform random walk of length l for t times. Suppose, we pick vertex 1, 8 and 12 and l is 5 and t is 2. The figure shows two random walks for vertex 1 only. We use different colors (red, blue, violate and orange) to illustrate different random walks. Once we have the random walks, we treat them as sentences in a document (step 2 in Fig. 1 ). In the third step, we pass the document in the text modeler (shown as black box in Fig. 1) . As an output (step 4 in Fig. 1 ), text modeler produces feature representation of a given length (d-dimension) for all words, i.e., vertices (1; 2; . . .12) in this case.
To give some perspective of adapting deep language modeler to model and find feature representation of the vertices of a graph, assume a sequence of words W ¼ fw 0 ; w 1 ; . . .; w n g, where w i 2 V (V is the vocabulary), a language model maximizes Pr½w n jw 0 ; w 1 ; . . .; w nÀ1 over all the training corpus. Similarly, when we map random walks as sentences, estimated likelihood can be written as Pr½v i jv 0 ; v 1 ; . . .; v iÀ1 , which is the likelihood of observing a vertex v i in a walk given all the previously visited vertices. This helps us to learn a mapping function K, where Step 2
Deep Language Model
Step 3
Step 4
Fig. 1 Framework of vertex feature representation (best viewed in color)
Representing
Partition-Induced Subgraph Feature Representation
In another feature representation, we build the bag instances of a graph by partitioning the graph into different parts and then considering each part as a bag instance corresponding to that graph. Like the case of vertex multiinstance representation, each partition has the same label as the label of the parent graph. Since each partition is still a graph (but with a smaller size), we can use the existing metric-based approaches for its feature representation. Our main intention of using a partition-induced feature representation is to measure the effectiveness of training dataset inflation, irrespective of feature representation. We choose seven features inspired by four social theories: (1) Coleman's Social Capital [8] , (2) Burt's Structural Holes [5] , (3) Heider's Balance [16] , and (4) Homan's Social Exchange [18] according to the discussion in [1] . These theories, respectively, capture the connectivity of vertices and their neighborhoods, control of information flow, transitivity among the vertices, and reciprocity among the vertices. In the following, for a graph G(V, E), we describe the seven features that we use in this work.
• jE egoðuÞ j, number of edges in node u's egonet.
1 egoðuÞ returns node u's egonet.
• CC u , clustering coefficient of node u which is defined as the number of triangles connected to vertex u over the number of connected triples centered at vertex u.
v2neiðuÞ CC v , average clustering coefficient of vertex u's neighbors.
• jE in egoðuÞ j = number of edge incident to egoðuÞ.
• d egoðuÞ = degree of egoðuÞ i.e., number of neighbors.
Note that the above features are for a vertex, so after extracting the above-mentioned seven features, we aggregate the features to compute the final feature vector of a graph. We use median, mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis as aggregators. Similar to vertex multi-instance approach, once we obtain the feature representation of each of the partition-induced subgraphs, for a subgraph we obtain a R d vector, which becomes an instance of the bag of the given graph, G i . The label of the bag is LðG i Þ.
Classification Model
For each graph G i in the database G, after generating numeric feature representation of its bag instances, we label each bag instance by the category label LðG i Þ of the parent graph. Since we attempt to solve a multi-class classification problem, we use multinomial logistic regression as the classification model H h , which is known as softmax regression in the literature. In multinomial logistic regression, the probability that a data point x i 2 R d belongs to class j can be written as,
where j 2 f1; . . .; cg is the set of class labels, h j is the weight vector corresponding to class j. 
JðhÞ denotes the cost function which the classification model minimizes to find the optimal model parameter h. 1 fy i ¼jg is the indicator function, indicating that only the output of the classifier corresponding to the correct class label is included in the cost.
h jk is the regularization term to avoid over-fitting.
Pseudo-Code
In Fig. 2 , we present the pseudo-code of the vertex multiinstance-based approach of graph classification. The input of the algorithm is a graph database G where each graph G i is associated with a category label LðG i Þ. Algorithm starts by iterating over each graph G i . For each graph after populating random walks, it executes Word2Vec over the collection of walks to find the feature representation of the vertices of the graph and stores in Bag(G i :V) (lines 2-4). Then, the algorithm labels each of the instances in the Bag(G j :V) by the graph G i 's category label LðG i Þ. At the end, Bag(G j :V) of labeled data instances is stored in a list called Data. When the iteration finishes, the algorithm applies k-fold cross-validation to split Data in the Bag level to generate the train(Data train ) and test(Data test ) fold. Algorithm then executes the training phase using Data train to train model H h (line 6). Finally, the algorithm predicts the label of data points from the test fold (Data test ) using H h and outputs label of the test graphs represented by the bags of vertices in the test folds using majority voting (lines [7] [8] . Figure 3 shows the pseudo-code of the partition multiinstance-based graph classification algorithm. Steps of the partition multi-instance technique are similar to the vertex multi-instance, except we use the graph partition algorithm to partition a graph G i (line 3), say into k partitions. Then for each partition-induced subgraph in G i :P k , the partition multi-instance algorithm computes seven topology-based features in Bag(G i :P k ) (lines 4-5). Once the algorithm labels each instance in Bag(G i :P k ) with the corresponding graph category label and stores in a global list Data, it performs k-fold train-test scheme for Softmax classification (lines 6-9) and output label of the test graphs using majority voting (line 10).
Experiments and Results
To validate our proposed vertex and partition multi-instance graph classification algorithm, we perform several experiments. We use real-world graph data [46] from different domains in all our experiments. We have collected 43 graphs from 7 domains. In Table 1 , we present basic statistics and short description of the graphs. As we can see, Animal, Human Social and Human Contact domains have smaller size graphs, whereas Citation, Coauthorship, Communication and Infrastructure contain moderate and large size graphs.
Experimental Setup
To find feature representation of the vertices of a graph, we use gensim library (https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/), which contains an open-source python implementation of ''Word2Vec'' algorithm. We write our own random walk generator using python. We set the length of the random walk (l) and feature vector size (d) to 40 and 30 for small and moderate size graphs (Animal, Human Contact, Human Social). For large size graphs (Citation, Collaboration, Communication and Infrastructure), we set these numbers to 60 and 70, respectively. For both cases, we set the number of random walk parameter (t) to 10. In Sect. 4.8, we discuss in detail the effects of parameter values on the performance of the classification task.
In the partition multi-instance-based approach, we use NetSimile by Berlingerio et al. [1] to compute features of the partition-induced subgraph constructed from each partition of a graph. We implement our own version of NetSimile in Python where all topological features are computed using Networkx [14] package. To partition the graphs in the dataset, we use GraClus by Kulis et al. [10] . Graclus takes the number of partition k as a user-defined parameter. We set the value of k to a small number for smaller graphs and reasonably high number for larger graphs. In this work, we choose k to be 60, 20 and 5, for large, moderate and small size graphs, respectively. We implement our own softmax classifier in Python. We set regularize parameter k to 1e-4 for all executions. We perform fourfold cross-validation over the data and use threefold to train, and onefold to test. To measure classifier's performance, we use percentage accuracy and micro-F1 metrics. We run all experiments in 3 GHz Intel machine with 16GB memory. For performance comparison, we choose three representative graph classification methods. Two of these methods are proposed by Li et al. [26] and Berlingerio et al. [1] . In the forthcoming discussion, we denote Li et al.'s method as Li and Berlingerio et al's method as NetSimile (which is the name of their algorithm). Li is a topological feature-based approach, which works for a graph classification setting having a large number of small graphs. On the other hand, NetSimile represents the class of algorithms that is able to handle a small number of large graphs, similar to our problem setup. Given a graph, Li computes several (20) topological metrics (closeness, average degree, clustering coefficient, etc.) and uses these as features of the graph. The NetSimile computes seven local/global topological features (clustering coefficient, egonet size, degree of egonets, etc.) to capture connectivity, transitivity, reciprocity among the nodes and their neighbors. The third method that we compare against is RgMiner, proposed by Keneshloo et al. [22] . It is a frequent subgraph-based graph classification algorithm, which mines discriminatory subgraphs from the set of input graphs and then uses these subgraphs as features for graph classification. Note that a frequent subgraph mining-based algorithm is not scalable to handle large graphs, but for the sake of completeness, we compare our method with RgMiner, whenever possible. Besides classification accuracy, we also compare the execution time of these algorithms with our proposed methods.
Experiment on Classification Performance
In this experiment, we evaluate our models' performance on classifying graphs from different domains for both vertex and partition multi-instance technique. We also show the percentage improvement of these methods over existing best approach. We perform overall 14 classification tasks (mixture of binary, 3-class and 4-class classification) among different domains as shown in Column 1 of All best performing setups are indicated by bold A-Citation, B-Coauthorship, C-Communication, D-Infrastructure, E-Animal, F-Human Contact, G-Human Social the vertex multi-instance method. As we can see, vertex multi-instance approach achieves 4% to 75% improvement over the current best method. In Columns 4 and 5, we report percentage accuracy and percentage of improvement for the partition multi-instance method. This method also delivers excellent classification performance; for example, in the Coauthorship-Infrastructure task, it achieves 97.5% accuracy. The partition multi-instance approach achieves 4-51.8% improvement over current best method. In all 14 classification tasks, vertex multi-instance and Partition multi-instance approaches show superior performance over the existing methods. In the last column of Table 2 , we show the performance of the best of the existing methods, either NetSimile or Li, whichever is better. In Table 3 , we also report the average performance of the Vertex and Partition Multi-Instance-based graph classifier in terms of Micro-F1 score. (It is the harmonic mean of F1-scores for each class label.)
Comparison with the Existing Algorithms
In this experiment, we perform accuracy comparison with the existing algorithms (Li and NetSimile) of graph classification for all the graphs mentioned in Table 1 . In order to make comparisons with a recent state-of-the-art frequent subgraph-based graph classification algorithm RgMiner [22] , we pick animal, human social and human contact domains (Table 1 ) because these domains have smaller size graphs.
To illustrate the comparisons with Li and NetSimile, we create a scatter plot (Fig. 4) by placing the accuracy of our method in x-axis and the same of competitor's method in the y-axis for each classification task shown in Column 1 of Table 2 . We also place a diagonal line in the plotting area. The number of points that lie in the lower triangle represents the number of tasks our methods are better than existing ones. Figure 4a , b shows performance comparison of the vertex multi-instance approach with Li and NetSimile. As we can see in all tasks, vertex multiinstance approach performs better than both Li and NetSimile. In Fig. 4b, d , we compare the accuracy of the partition multi-instance approach with Li and NetSimile. In this case, among 14 classification tasks our method performs better in 13, ties in 1. Superior performance of our proposed methods is essentially triggered by the training data inflation technique. Such technique helps to alleviate the fat-matrix phenomena (discussed in Sect. 1) and improves graph classification accuracy.
As discussed in Sect. 1, the execution of Gaston [32] over different combination of animal, human-social and human-contact settings for 30% support took more than 2 days. The same also holds true for the other subgraph feature-based methods, including GAIA and Cork. For subgraph mining using the above methods, we assume that the edges are unlabeled and all the vertices have the same label. This is a valid assumption because the edges of the graphs that we have used in this work do not possess any label except indicating a relationship; for example, bison graphs from animal domain portrait dominance relation between different bisons. We execute Gaston for 30% support over different combination of animal, human-social and human-contact settings. Once we have the frequent subgraphs, we apply RgMiner [22] to perform frequent subgraph-based graph classification. Average accuracies we got for ''animal-human contact,'' ''human contacthuman social'' and ''animal-human contact-human social'' settings are 52.3, 50.0 and 43.7%, respectively, which are lower than the accuracies reported by both of our proposed methods (see last 3 rows in Table 2 ) in the corresponding setups.
Finally, we want to show how the structure-preserving embedding (SPE) methods perform on smaller size graph classification. We use [40] 's algorithm for feature construction of each node in the graph. We choose animalhumanSocial setting for the experiment. We have to remove jazz, health and hall (Table 1) datasets from human-social category because SPE was unable to work for these graphs. Using SPE we gather 2-, 5-and 10-dimensional feature representation for each vertices of the graphs in animal and human-social category. Then using the classification algorithm discussed in Sect. 3.4, we compute the percentage of accuracy. The percentage of accuracies we got are 50.3, 46.4 and 41.6% for 2, 5 and 10 dimension, respectively. The reason for poor classification performance of the SPE method is that low-dimensional representation computed by the SPE method can only capture immediate (1-hop) neighborhood information of a node, whereas in order to classify a graph we want to have topological information of a node span over more than one hop.
Experiment with Vertically Scaled Dataset
In earlier experiments, we have shown that our proposed methods are particularly suitable for a horizontally scaled dataset-in such a dataset, the number of graphs is small, but each of the graphs is large in size. For example, the average number of vertices in the Citation, Communication and Coauthorship networks is 24K, 62K and 96K, respectively; for these graphs, our methods perform the best over all the existing methods. Note that for these datasets the frequent/discriminative subgraph-based methods are not able to run due to their excessive computation cost. On the other hand, if the graph dataset is vertically scaled, i.e., if there are many graphs in the dataset but each of the graphs is small in size, then the existing subgraph-based methods generally work well. To show this, we consider a wellknown discriminative subgraph-based approach, namely gboost 2 and run it on breast cancer (MCF-7) dataset in the National Cancer Institute (NCI) graph data repository. 3 On this dataset, gboost has an F-Score value of 0.75, whereas the best F-score among our proposed methods is 0.65. This inferior performance of our proposed methods in MCF-7 dataset is expected. In this dataset, the graphs, on average, have 26 nodes and 28 edges. On such small graphs, the random walk-based vertex embedding or partition-based multi-instance learning is unable to capture the topological properties of the graphs which are suitable for classification. 
Timing Analysis
In this section, we perform the timing analysis of our proposed algorithms and compare with the existing ones.
To report runtime performance of an algorithm, we group execution times of the algorithm over graphs by its (graphs) category, i.e., citation, collaboration and report average running time. In Table 4 
Effectiveness of Training Data Inflation
In earlier experiments, we see that both the vertex and partition multi-instance methods perform better than the existing algorithms. The vertex multi-instance method incorporates training data inflation along with the deep learning-based feature representation, and the partition multi-instance uses training data inflation with the existing metric-based feature representation. In this experiment, we want to investigate whether the superior performance of our proposed methods can be attributed to training data inflation or deep learning-based representation of vertices.
To do this, we populate scatter plot (Fig. 5 ) similar to Fig. 4 , by placing the vertex multi-instance method's accuracy in x-axis, and the partition multi-instance method's accuracy in y-axis. As shown in Fig. 5 , all the points in the plotting area are very close to the diagonal line, which establishes competitive performance between these two methods. Training data inflation is the common part between these two approaches. Moreover, the partition multi-instance method shows that improved graph classification performance is achievable without deep learningbased techniques. So training data inflation-based paradigm is attributed more toward better performance of our methods of graph classification. However, for large graphs vertex multi instance-based classification may be more attractive due to its smaller running time for constructing the feature representation of a graph.
To investigate further, we perform a graph classification experiment without leveraging the training data inflation. After obtaining deep learning-based feature representation of the vertices of a graph, we apply five aggregator functions: mean, median, kurtosis, standard deviation and variance over each feature and derive a single feature vector for the bag. Then, we use these single feature vectors per graph, i.e., bag to train the classification model. We perform this experiment for all classification settings mentioned in Table 2 . In Fig. 5 , we compare the classification performance for Multi-Instance (x-axis)-and No Multi-Instance (y-axis)-based approach using scatter plot. As we can see, for all cases, all the points reside in the lower triangle of the plotting area, hence establishing superior performance of Multi-Instance-based approach over No Multi-Instance.
Experiment on Bag size
As we mentioned in Sect. 3 that for large graphs, the number of vertex instances in a bag does not affect much on the classification accuracy. To empirically validate this claim, in the citation-communication setting, we measure classification accuracy for bag size of 1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000 vertices. As we can see in Fig. 6a , accuracy does not change after 2000. In case of the partition multi-instance approach, to increase the number of instances (subgraphs) in a bag, we have to create more partitions of a graph. Large number of partition causes smaller size partition-induced subgraphs and face potential chance of not capturing important local neighborhood topologies. In Fig. 6b , we can see that in the citation-communication setting, prediction accuracy decreases slightly as the number of partition increases beyond an optimal value. Also when we set the number of partition to a small value performance decreases because for small partition, number of training data (row instances) remains small.
Parameter Selection for Vertex Multiinstance Approach
In the vertex multi-instance approach, to find a better feature representation of the vertices of an input graph, we have to tune three important parameters. One is the dimension of the feature vector (d), second one is the length of the random walk (l) and third one is the number of random walks per vertex (t).
In this experiment, we analyze the sensitivity of these three parameters. We choose animal-humanContact from small/moderate size graphs and Communication Infrastructure from large graphs. First, we want to see how the dimension size affects the overall performance of the classifier for smaller graphs on ''animal-humanContact'' setting. We execute the vertex multi-instance algorithm for different d values ranging from 20 to 60 and record classifier's performance (percentage of accuracy). We set the length of random walk to 40. We perform the same experiment for large graphs on ''citation-communication'' setting while varying d values from 20 to 90. We fix the random walk length to 60 in this case. The number of random walk parameter is set to 10 for both small and large size graphs. In Fig. 7a , c, we plot the percentage of accuracy for different d values.
As we can see for lower and higher values of d, the classifier's performance is not satisfactory. Smaller d is unable to capture topological information that is local to a node, whereas larger d causes feature representation of the vertices be more generalized, which in turn decreases discriminative property hence downfall in overall accuracy. The best performance we get is d ¼ 30 for small graphs and d ¼ 70 for large graphs. To see the effect of the length of random walk (l), we perform the same experiment as above but with different lengths of random walk ranging from 20 to 60, while keeping the dimension size to d ¼ 30 for small/moderate graphs. For large graphs, we set l from 20 to 90 while fixing d to 70. For both cases, the number of random walk (t) is set to 10. In Fig. 7b, d , we plot the percentage of accuracy across different random walk lengths. Walk length parameter l has a similar effect as d. For small l, local topological information of a node is less captured and large l capture more topological information with respect to the entire graph than a node. We get best performance for l ¼ 40 and l ¼ 60 for small and large graphs, respectively. Finally, we perform the same experiment as above for the different numbers of random walk (t) parameter ranging from 1 to 30 for both small and large size graphs. In Fig. 7e , f, we plot the percentage of accuracy across different numbers of random walk. As we can see, after t ¼ 10, the classifier's performance does not vary for both small and large size graphs. Moreover, when we set the number of walks to a higher value, overall training time of the model increases. So, we set the number of random walk parameter t to 10 for all experiments we perform in this research.
Conclusions
In this work, we propose two novel solutions of the graph classification problem. In the vertex multi-instance solution, we map a graph into a bag of vertices and leverage neural network-based representation learning technique to find feature representation of the vertices. In the partition multi-instance solution, we map a graph into a bag of subgraphs and use traditional metric-based feature representation technique to construct features of the partitioninduced subgraphs. We perform extensive empirical evaluations of our proposed methods over several real-world graph data from different domains. We compare our algorithms with the existing methods of graph classification and show that our methods perform significantly better on classification accuracy as well as running time. (f) Fig. 7 Effects of dimension size (a, b), random walk length (c, d) and number of walks (e, f) parameter over classification accuracy for vertex multiinstance approach
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